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Use this “HyperMotion” technology to make fast and powerful passing and dribbling moves
in all game environments. Players use over 600 individual animations and seamless

transitions to achieve realistic movement in every player, from running to jumping to
crossing to shooting. Dynamic Player Speeds Take your foot off the gas and speed up to

get yourself into prime position faster. Small actions like short sprints, quick jogs and
aggressive forward passes can be performed at greater speed than in previous years. Turn
on the “Fast Evasive” feature and see how this can massively improve your dribbling ability

by taking out defenders with stunning shots and passes. Highly Responsive AI The AI
responds to your actions and to new situations on the pitch. Attack and defend intelligently

by anticipating the next pass, read your opponent’s movements and challenge him
aggressively with a run from the wing, a support pass, a tap in or a blindside run – how will

your opponent react? Customise Your Team Make new team formations or adapt to any
upcoming situations by changing the positioning of your players. Use “SpacePilot” to build

your team around your preferred play style and work with your manager to build the
perfect team. Complete the Ultimate Team Ready yourself for the new Ultimate Team

system for a deeper Football gameplay experience, with over 30,000 new cards and new
ways to upgrade your team. Pick your Stadium Pick your home stadium and play against

your friends in any of the stadiums in the game. Your stadium changes as you progress so
go from setting up the perfect offense in the intimate confines of your hometown stadium

to celebrating goal after goal on the biggest stages of the World Cup. Team-Specific Tactics
Choose from over 70 team-specific tactics, meaning you can evolve your team’s style at

any time. When you’re under pressure and need to change things up, there’s never been a
better time to do so. Conditioning Prehabilitation is your new best friend. Conditioning

cards enhance the attributes of your players and help them return from injury or fatigue
faster. Trials Trials is the new multiplayer scrimmage mode. Choose from a selection of four

different game formats including Dream League (RUNNING ONLY) or Dominate (FIFA FUT
Champions player ratings) with no fewer than five players on each team
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Fifa 22 Features Key:

 Hyperrealistic Physics
 Sports Batting Cards
 Breathtaking Visuals
 "6ths of a second” Authentic Player Ratings
 Dynamic Finishing
 The Journey Returns.
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 10 all-new stadiums

Authentic, individual ratings with real-world data allow you to control your club from every
angle in FIFA 22 and adjust your tactics based on your players, the weather conditions or

even the opposition. Be the new boss at one of 10 all-new, high-octane FIFA 22 stadia, from
continents such as Asia, Europe and the US. GRAPHICS

For the first time in a football simulation, Ultimate Team battles and smart match actions
are possible thanks to the overhauled Batting System ADVANCED RULES

Online services such as voice calling and scouting make you feel more connected to the
game, and for the first time in the FIFA series, you can upload your own bespoke

goalmouth line-up using FIFA Ultimate Team and play online against friends and rivals.
Ultimate Team mode.

New features include:

 6s tick-tock passage of time
 Trade bar
 3D effects and interactive stadiums
 Over 200 different playable teams
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FIFA is the world’s number one team sports video game, and the most popular sports game
on the planet. What’s in the Box? You’ll receive 1-2 screenshots, 1 virtual item card and a

digital download code for a digital version of the game. * The free virtual item card
contains 20 unlock codes. You’ll need both of these unlock codes to unlock all Season Mode
achievements. * If you already own FIFA, you’ll receive a code for a digital version of FIFA

that unlocks a bunch of FIFA Ultimate Team™ items in Season Mode. * The digital code can
be redeemed on PS4, Xbox One, Windows PC and Mac. * This is a physical disc for the PS4

version. * This is the digital edition of the game. * If you have a PlayStation Plus
membership, you’ll also receive the Season Ticket content at no extra cost. * Picking up

this edition of FIFA unlocks a bunch of FUT items if you already own FIFA (including the FUT
Mastercard). * If you aren’t a PlayStation Plus member, this edition of FIFA (or the

PlayStation 4 version) will not include the Season Ticket content. * If you have an EA
Access Membership, you’ll receive 2 additional EA Access points (value $3.00) for this FIFA
Ultimate Team™ edition. * If you do not have an EA Access Membership, you’ll receive 2
additional EA Access points (value $3.00) for this FIFA Ultimate Team™ edition. Includes
Season Ticket All items are included * Digital download code for a digital version of the

game What is the Season Ticket? The Season Ticket content includes one complete Season
of play, which allows you to compete online versus a global community, play in the new

FIFA Ultimate Team™, and earn special in-game content for FIFA 18 and FIFA 19, including
the FUT Mastercard. After downloading the Season Ticket, you’ll receive a red download

code for Season Access. FIFA is the world’s number one team sports video game, and the
most popular sports game on the planet.You’ll receive 1-2 screenshots, 1 virtual item card

and a digital download code bc9d6d6daa
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Lead your squad on the pitch and take command of the most iconic clubs in the world,
including Manchester United, AC Milan, and Inter Milan. Customise your squad with more
than 2,000 players and build dream teams across all competitions, from the Champions

League to the English Premier League and beyond. As you build, you can rely on the best
statistical analysis to enhance your FIFA Ultimate Team game. Players will have more stats

that matter, displayed in an easy-to-read format. Use strategic set pieces to score with
more precision. And, a breakthrough animation system means that, for the first time,

players really seem to be dancing as they go up for headers and crosses. Huge teams,
great stadiums, powerful players – they all come together in FIFA Ultimate Team this year.
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FIFA Ultimate Team offers three different ways to play, including Online Seasons, Spectator
Seasons and My Team. With more to unlock, more ways to play and even more game

modes, you’ll be entranced by FIFA Ultimate Team long after this year’s FIFA World Cup™
is over. POWER PRACTICE – STARTS AND KICKS – Take your club’s next steps with the

enhanced gameplay mechanics in FIFA 22’s all-new Matchday Power Practice. This new
mode lets you play one specific matchday (coaches can choose the day and opponent) or
use the full 11 vs 11 gameplay, but with various combinations of controls designed to take
your gameplay to the next level. In a fully Customizable Matchday, there are all the familiar
controls – dribbling, shooting, face-offs, and headers – plus even new “weight” controls to

make your player feel like the ball is heavier or lighter. And, the new Player ID (aka ID
Swap) feature lets you swap in a brand new, customized football hero – The ultimate goal is
to use this capability to play the style you want with the skills you want. The new Pro Player

Modification feature lets you change up to 3 attributes of your current football star, and
then you can swap them in for the real deal. The new Pro Editor lets you use the power of
image editing to create and enhance your player appearances to just the way you want

them to look. All the player creation tools that you’ve come to know and love are back for
Matchday in FIFA 22, and players will enjoy the new AI’s that

What's new in Fifa 22:

Matchday mode – Where managing your team is all
you need to be your best. Choose a real-life team in
a real-life league, try out new formations, and see
how a new manager affects your results. 
Perfecting power – New footwork system with
advanced timing – players can now be more effective
on the ball. The left and right foot can switch on the
beat of an opponent’s run, meaning even defenders
will be harder to beat. 
Unprecedented Real Player Control and Physics –
New creative AI helps to control the game and
physics create a new level of authenticity from
goalkeepers to defenders. You will feel the wind in
your hair, and opponents defending brilliantly right
in front of you. Even beginners will feel the ache and
sense of satisfaction of being overpowered. 
Unrivaled Player Sense – Real Player Control and
Physics mean 22 is the most intuitive FIFA ever.
Players sense the pressure of overwhelming forces
and how to react. Feel the anticipation of attacking,
as goalkeepers anticipate a goal. Truly the best
sense of soccer ever.
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EA SPORTS FIFA is the leading sports franchise and the
#1 selling sports title of all time, with more than 900

million downloads to date. Features include career mode,
realistic on-field gameplay, and social experience for both
teams and individual players. FIFA is also in production of
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the new game SKYRISE, exclusive to Playstation®, and is
currently under development on a new console. Powered
by Football™ The World's most accurate, responsive and

detailed real-world athlete movements come to life in
FIFA 22, with data from the developers' team of experts
and ground-breaking advancements to deliver increased

authenticity, fluidity and variety in gameplay. For the
first time, FIFA’s controller layout has been rethought for
enhanced player awareness and the best-in-class motion
controller performance. Packed with Tactical Intelligence

Players now have full control of their player skill
progression, tactics and positioning in the pitch-side
HUD, as well as an intuitive control scheme that puts

players in complete control. A new engine also enables
FIFA 22 to be more realistic with less load times, while

the new Mirror System makes it easy to switch between
game modes and teams. Real-World Atmospheres FIFA 22

comes packed with a large variety of game modes,
including brand new game types, online play, and other
unannounced modes that show FIFA has what it takes to

bring the real-world feeling to the new FIFA game format.
Real-world Player Traits Feel the intensity of the

atmosphere with the full on-field player interaction in
FIFA 22. Additional virtual elements and environmental

effects bring the game closer to the real world, so players
can experience the fans and the stadium environment

like never before. Discover the World's Fastest Game in
FIFA Discover how the game's next-gen engine pushes
the limits of player perception and controls beyond any

game before it. FIFA 22 has a new level of responsiveness
that allows players to move with speed, run with power
and dart between defenders with precision. New Club &
International Showcases Recruit, sign and manage elite

new signings like Ronaldo, Neymar and Kylian Mbappe, as
well as more than 120 real-world clubs, from nine

international confederations. Play against the 2019 FIFA
Women's World Cup champion USA, Norway and China,

and discover why the FIFA 20 Player
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System Requirements:

A Windows®-based computer, with a 64-bit operating
system and 1 GB of available RAM (32-bit systems or less
than 1 GB of RAM will not work). Internet Explorer 10 or

newer (Windows® 7 or newer recommended). Adobe
Flash® Player 10 or newer (11 or newer recommended). If

you have these requirements, you will be able to play
D&D® Ultimate Edition. Reflecting on AD&D® The Art &

Science of Role Playing Games. Check out D
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